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The complete
RUST & corrosion
protection system.
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Fighting rust and corrosion on your valuable tools and toys is a neverending battle. BullFrog offers a real breakthrough in technology that has
been perfected and proven in industrial and military applications around
the world. BullFrog offers a range of products to protect your investments and help them perform at their optimal level. BullFrog products

electronics

rust blocker additive systems

When you store an engine for more than a month you
need extra protection. BullFrog provides the extra
protection against rust in all of the air pockets in
the engine, radiator system and fuel system. VpCIs
guard against rust and corrosion above and below the
liquid levels . . . cars, boats, RVs, farm equipment,
motorcycles.

lubricant

with

rust blocker

Not only stops everything from squeaking and sticking, but also prevents it from happening in the first
place. Protects against rust and corrosion for up to
a full year. No CFCs or 111 Trichlor . . . machinery,
hinges, equipment, locks, hedge clippers, tools, nuts/
bolts, any moving part.

Rust Remover

rust blocker

Finally, a Rust Remover that is safe to use and safe
for the environment and it really works! Cleans up
with water . . . plus, VpCIs protect the metals from
flash rusting . . . tools, cars, trucks, RVs, farm equipment, bikes, metal furniture, garden equipment.

rust blocker cup

Stop rust for a year in any enclosed space up to 11
cubic feet. Use in tool chests, gun cabinets and electronic cabinets. Used by the world’s largest companies
to protect their critical assets from rust and corrosion.

rust blocker SHIELDS

Protect larger enclosed spaces from rust
andcorrosion. Hang it in a gun safe, storage
locker, trunks, closets or engine compartments.
Hang it up in a second and relax for a year.

rust blocker strips

Stops rust and corrosion just like the cups when
placed in small spaces. Protect your tool box, fishing
tackle box, electronic equipment, jewelry, coins and
silver from corrosion and tarnish.

og System!

automotive

FISHING/tackle boxes

workshops

are safe for you and the environment. Although each BullFrog
product was created to perform a different task, each employs
the same Vapor phase Corrosion Inhibitor (VpCI®) Technology that
has been proven to safely and effectively remove and control the
ravages of rust and corrosion.

tools/EQUIPMENT

electronic cleaner
& corrosion blocker

Remove the dirt, grit and corrosion that is silently
attacking the performance and reliability of every
electronic device, every electrical system that you
own! Preferred by the U.S. Navy and repair technicians around the world . . . electrical connections,
cars, trailers, equipment, outdoor lights, phones,
remotes, TVs, VCRs, even light bulbs.

FAST WAX & RUST BLOCKER

Shine and protect your vehicle in just minutes.
The easiest and fastest wax available and the only
spray wax that actively blocks rust and corrosion .
. . cars, trucks, boats, RVs, even appliances.

high-shine wax
& rust blocker

The one step paste wax that is the hardest working and brightest shining paste wax on the market.
VpCIs will seal and protect the metal surfaces from
corrosion. Protects against UV rays and fiberglass
oxidation and is great for clear coat finishes . . .
cars, trucks, RVs, motorcycles and boats.

cleaner degreaser
with rust blocker

The hardest working cleaner/degreaser you
can get, plus VpCIs protect metal surfaces from
flash rust and corrosion. Biodegradable and
phosphate free . . . engine, parts, motorcycles,
farm equipment, power tools, hand tools, garden
equipment and grills.

rust blocker

Prevents rust before it starts. Sprayed on, it forms
an invisible “VpCI® Molecular Umbrella” that
seals exposed metal surfaces against rust such as
latches, hinges, trailers, farm equipment, outdoor
furniture, garden equipment and fences.
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Industrial strength product
for your home.

pCI®

pCI®

pCI®

BullFrog VpCIs bond with metal
surfaces to form a protective
‘Molecular Umbrella,’ sealing
out air and moisture that cause
rust and corrosion.

The BullFrog products represent a real breakthrough in consumer technology that
has been perfected and proven in industrial and military applications around the
world. Although each product was created to perform a different task, each product
employs the same Cortec® Vapor phase Corrosion Inhibitor (VpCI®) technology that
has been proven both safe and effective in removing and controlling the ravages of
industrial rust and corrosion. BullFrog consumer products will protect your investments and help them perform at their optimum levels.
BullFrog products are safe for you and for the environment.
• No effect on electrical, mechanical or chemical performance.
• Environmentally safe–non-polluting and biodegradable.
• ISO 9001 & ISO 14001 certified manufacturer.

For more information call 800-426-7832 or 651-429-1100
Email: info@CortecVCI.com or www.bull-frog.com
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